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If students had the
opportunity to learn
whatever they wanted,
would mathematics
become obsolete? How
might society handle a
generation not knowing
standard mathematics?

K. Johnson
Self-teaching and Technology: Rendering Schools Unnecessary?
Deschooling is thought about in different ways by different groups of people. We have voucher
programs and venture-capitalists that want to change how schools function for students. They
believe in a more neo-liberal educational system. We have conservataive education, where
things need to be kept as status-quo. Since there are such different views of education, what
would each group - neoliberal and conservative - say is the purpose of schooling?
I have no attempt to answer that, because I’m not entirely sure I have an answer for it without
adding in beliefs about the system and what is “fair” education. Instead, I want to pose the
question: If we remove the teacher and have students learn skills via self-teaching and with the
use of technology, is school necessary? This takes a different direction by asking us to think
about changing all parts of school by maybe eliminating it completely.
By removing teachers, prescribed curriculums, and set times and deadlines students could
flourish. We could see increases in creativity, advances in technology, and more ways for
students to connect.

Figure 1: An example of a baseball
players “sweet spot” for their swing

Figure 2: Projected trajectory of the baseball after
being hit in the “sweet spot”

Students may become more creative because of
their interests. In a covert mathematics context, a student may decide they want to learn all
about the best way to hit a baseball. The mathematics is covert because we do not inherently
associate mathematics with the ability to hit a baseball. If we look closely at baseball trajectories
(see Figures 1 and 2) we know they are parabolic functions. If the student decides that they
want to improve their hitting abilities, they must understand parabolic functions and their
applications to physics. It becomes a rather complex issue.
Another way students can get creative is by being interested in things that are not well known.
They can be on the cutting edge of learning though this messy method of “play.” When we are
not boxing students into set curriculums, and teaching styles they can potentially learn one of
two things very well that are of direct interest to them.
As students pursue their interests they can reach out to others. In the baseball example, the
student could contact a coach at their local high school, community college, or university. In the
confines of a school, the teacher most likely would mention the example but never take it to the
high school coach. This reaching out to other resources fits within Illich’s deschooling. He goes
on to say, “To deschool means to abolish the power of one person to oblige another person to
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attend a meeting. It also means recognizing the right of any person, of any age or sex, to call a
meeting” (Illich, 1971, p. 94).
Due to the creativity that one may express in a particular content (i.e., hitting a baseball),
technology may advance to meet the needs of the content. The student will learn about the
parabolic functions that model
hitting a baseball, and understand
that there is a transfer of energy
from the bat to the ball that extends
through the follow-through of the
swing. However, they may desire a
way to model this in real life. It
seems unlikely that a student could
ask a university or professional
baseball team for access to their
technology, so the student will have
to find a work around. They might
start with google and that may lead
Figure 3: Images of technology used to analyze
them to reddit. Someone on reddit
baseball
may see it and have an idea. The
student used the internet as the
initial tech tool (see Figure 3), and then by the power of the internet, the tool expanded into a
real-life modeling and application. Once again, this process most likely would not happen in a
school setting since there is a prescribed curriculum with time constraints.
By removing teachers, prescribed curriculums, and set times and deadlines students could
flounder. We wonder what becomes of these teachers? What skills do students pick? Why are
students picking that or those skills? Zhao would remind us to wonder about the long term
effects on society.
I suspect that deschooling would not occur overnight. Rather the K-12 educational system
would be gradually phased out. We can see how this plays out in “free schools” across the
country.
So, the first teachers to no longer have teaching jobs would be the kindergarten teachers with
teachers who teach seniors following twelve school years later. So what becomes of these
teachers? Surely there are no future teacher programs they can teach at! Teachers might adapt
like their students and find a new skill to learn. They might need any job that provides income
and take whatever they can. Some might retire. There are options for teachers, but it is scary to
think that the job they have been working towards for many years no longer exists and there is
not a default backup plan.
Any skill could be a skill a student pursues. Since it is open to all skills, the question then
becomes how would the skill be monetized? In the baseball example, the student would have to
be able to teach anyone, regardless of skill, to hit a baseball. They would need their process to
work when the baseball is lightly tossed or thrown by a professional pitcher for it to be of value.
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If a student refused to learn a skill because they did not see the value in learning anything, what
might happen? How would this individual function in society? When they turned 16 and became
eligible to work, what would happen? These are questions I do not have answers for but are
what Zhao wants us to consider as long term effects on society. If students refused to
participate, what might parents do? Would they force their child to learn something or would
they make them a helpful member of the household? Would the student become responsible for
household chores and not necessarily learn skills that require a specific mathematical
knowledge?
What might happen to those students who do not have the means to self-teach? Students who
live in rural communities who may not have access to the internet or a local library? Are their
parents now responsible for teaching them? Do they take the path of learning skills that help the
family maintain their home? Illich thinks that deschooling will not be detrimental to society, as
mentioned in “Deschooling education should increase -- rather than stifle -- the search for men
with practical wisdom who would be willing to sustain the newcomer in his educational
adventure” (Illich, 1971, p. 97).
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Mathematics Education - A Reductive Line: A Paradox

Figure 1: A drill leaving a
reductive trace on a block

Lines can be described as traces, threads (Ingold,
2016), linear, non-linear, short, infinite, parallel,
converging/intersecting, and many more. As an
analytical thinker, and former 8th grade math teacher,
I’ve viewed lines as linear or nonlinear. Dr. Tim Ingold
(2016) has a much more complicated view on lines as
he describes in Lines: A Brief History. He says that
lines can be reductive if they have removed materials
from the surface of the object, or item.

How does this reductive nature of lines play out in an educational system- specifically when
thinking about mathematics education?
1. Are teachers leaving reductive lines/traces on students? If so, is it harmful? To whom?
2. Is the educational system leaving reductive lines/traces on teachers and students? If so,
is it harmful? To whom?
In a very simplified and problematic view, students can be seen as empty cups, who are having
their knowledge filled by a teacher’s overfilled cup, otherwise known as the “Banking Concept of
Education” (Freire, 1970). Another view is that students already have stuff in their cup and
teachers are adding to it. I’m going to use the latter view of students, and teachers. Both,
teachers and students, have their own lived experiences before they stepped into the
educational setting and will continue to learn outside of the educational setting while getting
some things added to their cups during their educational experience.
As teachers, we create lessons and enact them in the hopes that students leave with more
knowledge than they had before attending school. This makes me wonder, are teachers adding
to the students cup or are they secretly/unintentionally siphoning off their students’ cups? How
exactly does this apply to mathematics education and classrooms?
In a mathematics classroom, teachers may value
different procedures and/or language that can be harmful
to students. Some teachers do not accept slang
mathematical terms. The word “cancel” is often used in
mathematics classrooms - both by teachers and students
- unfortunately “cancel” has varied meanings. “Cancel”
can mean the sum adds to 0 and therefore the terms
disappear and “cancel”. In this case, the precise
mathematical term would be that the terms make a zero
pair. “Cancel” can also mean the terms divide to 1 and
will disappear. This “cancel” is called simplify in precise
mathematical language. It is not reduce because reduce
means to make less and is often associated with
subtraction. Since some teachers and students use
mathematical slang, and others do not, there is a divide
in mathematical understanding. This divide is harmful to

Figure 2: The siphoning of
water between two cups
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students. This continued cycle of expectations not being met - inaccurate mathematical
language being used - can put a strain on your relationship with the student.
As an answer to the first question, yes teachers are leaving reductive traces on students and it
can be harmful to the students. Could it also be harmful to the teachers?
Let’s consider, Math Teacher A uses “cancel” in their
7th grade classroom and students also use it. Math
Teacher B uses precise mathematical language and
expects their students to as well. As both sets of these
students continue on in their future mathematics
classes, the concepts become more and more
complex. When students reach Algebra II and are
expected to simplify rational expressions, some of the
former students in Math Teacher B’s class, who
remember being taught precise mathematical
language, will be able to use it as they are explaining
the process. The former students in Math Teacher A’s
Figure 3: The penrose stairs
class will have a much harder time because they will
want to say that terms “cancel”. If their Algebra II
teacher enforces precise mathematical language, this will not be acceptable.
The mathematical language divide is harmful to teachers. Math Teacher A and Math Teacher B
may have a hard time co-planning or creating shared assessments since their values differ. The
students in their classes may be subject to inequitable mathematics experiences which will be
evident in later math classes where precise mathematical language is the norm.
Since reductive traces/lines are left by both teachers and students on each other we have our
first paradox. Both are taking water from each other's cups. The amounts may be different, but
each cup is being filled - when we take - and being emptied - when we are taken from. How do
we ensure that no one’s cup becomes completely emptied? What might be the consequences of
the cup being emptied?
In relation to the stairs, the student needs to fill up their cup, so they walk up the stairs to where
the teacher is filling cups. The teacher then walks to the bottom and needs to walk up the stairs.
The student is now waiting to fill the teacher’s cup. The cycle repeats.
Specific to a mathematics class, students receive instruction from the teacher. Students may be
learning about the Pythagorean Theorem. Students use geometric construction to prove the
theorem. Eventually, they practice problems and may learn about some of the history regarding
the Pythagorean Theorem. When this is happening is when student’s cups are being filled.
Teachers learn from their students through informal and formal assessments. When students
are grasping the Pythagorean Theorem, the teacher can determine that it is time for the unit
test. However, if students are not grasping the Pythagorean Theorem, the teacher may
determine that an extra practice or reteaching day is necessary rather than moving on. Thus,
filling the teachers cup.
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In Explore Our Nature Podcast (Mosley, 2020), Ingold says makers and materials go along in
correspondence. If we think of makers as teachers and materials as students, then yes, they
converge and diverge at various times - the cups being filled and emptied throughout their
correspondence. This fits with the never-ending cycle and idea that lines are infinite.
In a mathematical image see Figure 4, we might think of this convergence and divergence as
sine and cosine waves. This nicely relates back to our paradox as well.

Figure 4: Graph of sin(x) and cos(x)
So, how might the educational system fit in with the water cups? Could it be a water jug that fills
the cups? Is it a bucket that will spill?
Educational systems leave reductive traces on mathematics teachers by establishing set
curricula, high-stakes tests (benchmark or standardized), and dictating professional
development communities. Being told what mathematical standards/concepts to teach and
when to teach them reduces the creativity that many teachers have. The educational system
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takes from the teachers’ cup by establishing those policies. This is harmful to teachers and
causes many to burnout before their fifth year
of teaching (Farber, 1991).

All mathematics
content

Math teachers
Figure 5: Illustration of a math
department supporting all students
mathematical learning

Mathematics teaching leaves a reductive
trace on math teachers. We know that
teaching is a challenging job and often
teachers do not receive enough credit.
Mathematics is a highly tested subject and
often the only ones who support the
understanding of mathematics are the
mathematics department and the teachers in
that department. This might mean that on a
campus with 850 students, and 40 teachers,
only 8 teachers are held responsible for
teaching and supporting all mathematics
content. The remaining 32 teachers support
English Language Arts - since it is the other
highly tested subject. This system of
mathematics being siloed is reductive to
teachers. This is shown in Figure 5.

Educational systems leave reductive traces
on students as well. Due to the wide range of mathematics curricula available and how districts
decide what to value when choosing mathematics curriculums, students in different parts of a
city may have vastly different experiences in their mathematics classes. This becomes evident
when students move during the school year and switch schools. A student in one district may
learn about integers in the first quarter, and then move to a different district during the third
quarter and the new school is just teaching integers. This student is clearly missing out on
mathematics content knowledge which leaves a reductive trace on the student.
It is clear that the educational system is reductive to teachers and students. How might teachers
and students be reductive to the system?
As a former mathematics teacher, I left a reductive trace on the educational system, specifically
my district and school. I was given a textbook, curriculum map with standards, and told to teach.
I did not like the way that the curriculum was mapped out. I thought it was clunky and students
would be better served if we make strong connections to number sense earlier in the school
year. Another mathematics teacher and I decided to change the way things were done. We had
to make an argument with the mathematics curriculum specialist and assistant superintendent.
We were given permission to try it that year and see how things went. After teaching in our
sequence, we saw that students' number sense had greatly improved, according to state testing
scores (which I take with a grain of salt - students are way more than a test score). The district
decided to allow this sequence to be the sequence in the curriculum map from that point
forward.
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In this case, the reductive trace was not negative. It was more a sharing of knowledge than
breaking down and conforming to the beliefs of the district and educational system as a whole.
In general teachers are trusted to teach students, so why not trust them to make decisions
about content especially when they know their content well?
Students can leave reductive traces on the educational system, specifically in mathematics
education, by not doing well on standardized assessments. Often within schools there is a
tracking system; a system that places students in mathematics classes based on scores
(Oakes, 1990). Students who have high standardized test scores and have done well in the
class will have the opportunity for a higher track math class, such as honors or Advanced
Placement. Students who have not done as well may be kept on their current track and take
standard classes. Students who have scored below average and have low grades in their
mathematics class may be placed on the low track, which may provide more intervention
classes, or mathematics classes that are paced differently.
If enough students decide that they do not want to try on the standardized test and score poorly,
they might be able to leave a reductive trace on the mathematics educational system. If an
entire grade level of students decided that they did not want to try or perhaps have opted out on
a standardized test, then the scores might not reflect what the students are capable of. Students
may be placed in a mathematics class track that does not fit their true capability. More students
may end up in the lower tack and class sizes may increase. This might be a breaking point,
where it is no longer feasible to have the tracking system, which would be students leaving a
reductive trace on the mathematics educational system.
There exists a paradox between the educational system, teachers, and students. All three hold
water that is passed from one to the next, sometimes carefully and with precision. Other times
quickly and with lots of spillage. Regardless all leave harmful reductive lines on one another and
yet somehow the system keeps managing to exist. Some students have the ability to thrive,
others do not have great experiences. Teachers take from their students as much as they give
and can sometimes leave profound impacts on the system as a whole.
What is made more difficult in mathematics education because of these reductive lines?
Navigating the mathematics educational system as a creative teacher, who wants the best
opportunities to learn for their students, becomes more difficult due to the reductive lines that
are embedded into mathematics education. A brand new mathematics teacher who is full of new
ideas and wants to teach students in creative and engaging ways may be discouraged by the
red tape they will encounter due to their school district policies, high stakes testing, other
teachers in the mathematics department, and possible pushback from students. Encountering
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these obstacles may have a reductive line on this teacher so they become molded into a
product/material of their circumstance.
Students may feel similarly due to their experiences with mathematics in school. Some students
start off excited to learn about mathematics and eventually get to a point where math is
challenging, their teacher no longer believes in them, or they have not had many opportunities
to learn about mathematics and therefore become bored of the content. Students can become
discouraged and decide they
no longer are interested in
mathematics so during math
class they chose to value
other things. This is
challenging for both the
student, who is missing out
on the opportunity to learn
mathematics, but also to the
teacher who wants their
students to engage in their
class.
Reductive lines are not all
bad; it's a matter of
Figure 6: First year teacher attitude during a school year
perspective. In mathematics
education, due to reductive
lines, some mathematics teachers have found more autonomy because they worked together
and defended their ideas to improve the learning opportunities for their students. As entire
mathematics departments decide to use common precise mathematical language rather than
slag, they are making a positive from the reductive trace mathematical language has left on
them and their students. Students benefit from teachers working together to create equitable
classrooms.
However, there is dysfunction in the mathematics educational system. The last question to
consider is how might the educational system undergo changes to become one that leaves
additive traces? Who gets to decide how those changes are made? How does this apply
specifically to mathematics education?
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Mathematics Education, Social Learning, & Technology
Picture this, you are a college or high school student who just needs to pass one math class
and then you will be done with math classes for the rest of your life. All you care about is getting
a passing grade. You have become an expert at finding the answers to the homework on the
internet and have essentially learned none of the mathematics content that the class is
supposedly covering. Your hope is that the homework grades will outweigh the test grades.
Your instructor seems a little worried about the disconnect between your homework grades and
test grades but does not do anything about it besides write you a note on a returned homework.
This story may be true for many college and/high school students and brings up the question of
how is technology serving the students? Is it to their detriment or benefit? How does looking up
the answers on the internet affect the students learning of the mathematics concept? One might
also consider how curriculum is designed as problems for students to solve, which makes
students “answer getters.” How will this play
out in the bigger picture of the student’s life?
How does the mathematics teacher feel
about this?
Since 2014 there has been an app that
shows the step-by-step solutions of math
problems. This app, Photomath (see Figure
1), is a point of frustration for many
mathematics teachers - especially those who
focus on procedural skills. As a way to
prevent students from using the app,
mathematics problems can become
contextualized and turned into word/story
problems. However, if a student can create
an equation based on the context, they can
still use the app to solve the equation. The
student will be required to contextualize the
answer, so it answers the original question.

Figure 1: An example of Photomath

Paulo Freire said, “To teach is to struggle, together with students; it is to create conditions for
the construction of knowledge, for the reconstruction of knowledge” (Freire, D’Ambrosio, &
Mendonça, 1997, p. 9). So, how do mathematics teachers allow students to use tools either construction of knowledge by talking with their peers, or the use of technology without taking away the learning experience?
When viewing tools as social knowledge construction by talking about mathematics with peers,
mathematics teachers vary on how they use this in their classrooms. For example, I really enjoy
discussion based classes where teachers and students are in conversation and no one is
viewed as an expert. When teaching mathematics this is the approach I take. My classroom was
always “loud” to the outside but as soon as you stepped in and listened the conversations were
productive and mathematics learning was happening. How do you know what your students
know without hearing their voices?
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Colleagues, who do not enjoy “loud” classrooms, don’t teach mathematics in this way. Students
are often writing their ideas down and the teacher is sharing their “expert” knowledge with the
students. This might be seen as a more traditional or old school approach to teaching
mathematics. This approach is not going anywhere since it has been in use for a long period of
time and still produces results. Freire would argue that this approach is problematic since it
situates the teacher as an “expert” and does not allow for liberating teaching; “...in the liberating
practice the educator must ‘die’ as exclusive educator of the educatee in order to be ‘born’ again
as educatee of the educatee” (Freire, 1972, p. 180).
Either type of mathematics teacher needs to allow students to use tools (social construction of
knowledge) to grasp concepts. If you are the teacher who likes a quiet classroom, that is not a
problem. You need to provide opportunities for students to talk about mathematics. This can be
done in small doses during your teaching. Providing checks for understanding during a lesson is
a great way to accomplish this. I would note that these checks for understanding need to go
beyond the surface level
of the mathematics
problem. If the lesson is
teaching the
Pythagorean Theorem,
then a check for
understanding is not,
what is the formula for
the Pythagorean
Theorem. I would
encourage the check for
understanding, to be:
does a triangle with side
lengths 3, 8, and 5 create
a right triangle? Justify
your answer. This allows
for students to apply their
conceptual
understanding that the
Figure 2: An explanation of the Pythagorean Theorem
Pythagorean Theorem
only is true when working
with right triangles, and still has them practicing the mathematics. In this case, students also
need to understand that the longest side length is the hypotenuse.
Technology and mathematics can be as intertwined as the mathematics teacher wants. That
does not mean that technology and mathematics need to be integrated into every single lesson,
but it is an option. This leads me to consider, “Yet, the question remains as to how this
technology is affecting the lives of students and families in the area for both good and ill” (Kahn
& Kellner, 2008, p. 434). When using technology in a mathematics classroom, I am cautious.
This stems from working with students who have limited access to technology at home and at
school. So, what does this mean for mathematics teaching?
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Thinking about the Pythagorean Theorem, there are technology tools such as Geogebra that
allow us to prove the theorem by construction. If we are after procedural understanding and
asking students to complete a worksheet of solving for the missing side length, then we have
Photomath, and Wolframalpha that are internet-based solvers. If we are able to code, we can
use MATLab and write a program that will solve for the missing side lengths. There are various
options and different levels of thinking required with each. Ideally students are only using the
technology to assist on calculations and as a means to understand the process of solving
equations. Theoretically, students will have learned and been practicing how to solve equations
for several years prior to seeing the Pythagorean Theorem.
It is important to keep in mind, “Freire’s intention, therefore, was to adopt technology
pedagogically to demonstrate people’s inherent productive and communicative abilities, as well
as the possibility of utilizing modern technologies critically and as part of a means to
rehumanized ends” (Kahn & Kellner, 2008, p. 436). I interpret this to mean teachers need to
provide contextualized problems for students to solve and not a worksheet where students need
to practice calculations for twenty problems.
When using technology, the learning experience will vary. When thinking about conceptual
understanding, if you want students to make the proof of the Pythagorean Theorem in
Geogebra (see Figure 3), then the objective of the lesson will include the use of Geogebra. If
you want students to simply understand what the Pythagorean Theorem is, then finding a video
would probably
be sufficient
and the lesson
objective will be
more surface
level.
As soon as the
learning is
focused on
procedural
understanding,
the uses of
technology will
greatly vary as
will the types of
problems.
Figure 3: Proof by construction of the Pythagorean Theorem
When students
are given
twenty problems to solve, they will find ways, like Photomath or Wolframalpha, to make it
efficient. However, this can affect whether they met the learning objective. To avoid this
problem, mathematics teachers should be intentionally and thoughtfully picking the problems
students do and make the learning goals known to students.
Freire in a conversation with D’Ambrosio and Mendonça (1997) goes on to say, “...to propose to
youth, students, pupils, farmers, at the same time as they discover that four times four is
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sixteen, they also discover that there is a mathematical way of being in the world” (p. 7), by
carefully selecting the mathematical problems that students we can help them to discover the
mathematical way of the world, which can directly relate to their experiences.
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